Health Equity Webinar Series
Pathway to Community Health Leadership: Promoting Equity and Social Justice

In partnership with Loyola University Chicago Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics and 100 Million Healthier Lives, this special webinar series seeks to spread the success of community leaders in transforming lives with health equity solutions. Community leaders will share strategies to promote health equity as we build a national support system for community leaders and facilitate opportunities for engagement with academic and institutional researchers in cross-sector coalitions.

Wednesday, August 23rd, 2017
11:00am – 12:30pm CST/12:00pm – 1:30pm ET

Featured Speaker: Shanika Blanton, Ph.D., Program Manager for Proviso Partners for Health

Proviso Partners for Health (PP4H) is a community-led coalition that promotes healthy eating and active living with an emphasis on social enterprise. Dr. Blanton works with community and organizational partners through strategic planning and development as well as program implementation and evaluation of specific aims addressing health equity and promoting development of a green economy. Dr. Blanton also lectures at Loyola University Chicago in the Stritch School of Medicine in the Neiswanger Institute for Bioethics. As a community psychologist, Dr. Blanton is guided by a deep conviction that interdisciplinary and multi-faceted approaches that are co-lead and designed with stakeholders from the communities they serve affect the most engaging and sustainable positive changes.

Session Objectives:
- Share strategies used by PP4H to leverage the knowledge, wisdom and experience in communities to solve pressing health, social, environmental and economic challenges.
- Discuss strategies to engage and partner with individuals with lived experience.

To register for the webinar, please email: rhiller@luc.edu

For more information, please contact Robbin Hiller at rhiller@luc.edu